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Nation’s Premier Site for Water Quality Drives Progress
Abstract
A farm just outside the north-central Iowa town is home to Iowa State University’s Agriculture Drainage
Research and Demonstration Site, a facility that has been working to further Iowa State University’s water
conservation efforts since 1990. The site was born out of the Iowa Groundwater Protection Act, a piece of
legislation passed in 1987 that generated funds from fees on pesticide manufacturing registrations, pesticide
dealer licensing and a tax on fertilizer sales. A portion of the funds were used to create the 11-acre research
site, with Iowa State University partnering with the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship
and the Pocahontas County Soil and Water Conservation District.
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Iowa Nutrient Reduction Strategy nutrient reduction nitrate nitrate loss
nitrogen conservation
Resources and ISU. The strategy was announced in 2013.
“The scientific foundation of the Iowa Nutrient Reduction Strategy truly is one­of­a­kind
and first in the nation,” said John Lawrence, associate dean for extension and outreach in
the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and director of Agriculture and Natural
Resources Extension. Lawrence also serves as director of ISU’s Iowa Nutrient Research
Center.
“One of the things our strategy did in the beginning was to be based on sound science,”
Lawrence said. “That’s where Iowa State played a key role, to really look at the link
between a practice such as cover crops, manure application and nutrient rates and the
water. The ISU­led Science Assessment Team looked at a vast body of literature, but the
key thing was, it had to be research that fit Iowa’s soils and fit Iowa’s climates and had
to show proof between the practice and water.”
With over 25 years of continuous research already in its rearview mirror, the ISU
Agriculture Drainage Research and Demonstration Site will continue to lead efforts for
clean water and better farming practices in the years to come.
A video was developed by ISU Extension and Outreach to highlight
research being done to improve the quality of water in Iowa. Watch it now!
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been on the faculty since 2003. He earned his doctorate from the University of Nebraska­Linc...
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